In this paper, we obtain a family of lower bounds for the sum capacity of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) channels assuming binary inputs and binary signature codes in the presence of additive noise with an arbitrary distribution. The envelope of this family gives a relatively tight lower bound in terms of the number of users, spreading gain and the noise distribution. The derivation methods for the noiseless and the noisy channels are different but when the noise variance goes to zero, the noisy channel bound approaches the noiseless case. The behavior of the lower bound shows that for small noise power, the number of users can be much more than the spreading gain without any significant loss of information (overloaded CDMA). A conjectured upper bound is also derived under the usual assumption that the users send out equally likely binary bits in the presence of additive noise with an arbitrary distribution. As the noise level increases, and/or, the ratio of the number of users and the spreading gain increases, the conjectured upper bound approaches the lower bound. We have also derived asymptotic limits of our bounds that can be compared to a formula that Tanaka obtained using techniques from statistical physics; his bound is close to that of our conjectured upper bound for large scale systems.
Introduction
Multiple Access Channels (MAC) with many users and Multi-User Detection (MUD) at the receiver give rise to information theoretic problems and concepts much more complicated than the classical situation of single user channels. Although comprehensive theorems for capacity regions have been developed for MAC, an explicit computation of the capacity region is not known in terms of specific model parameters.
In this paper, we intend to derive a relatively tight family of lower bounds and a conjectured upper bound for a binary Multi-User CDMA with binary signatures; we assume synchronous CDMA and additive Independent and Identically Distributed (i.i.d.) noise with any distribution. Below we will give a brief historical development of this area:
The capacity region consists of a set of information rates such that simultaneous reliable communication is possible for each user. This problem was developed by Ahlswede [l] - [2] and Liao [3] on the two-user discrete memoryless channel. An explicit expression for the capacity region of the Gaussian discrete memoryless MAC was given by Cover [4] and Wyner [5] and discussed in [6] .
Verdu in [7] found the capacity region of the CDMA channel as a function of the cross-correlations between the assigned signature waveforms and their signal-to-noise ratios for the symbol synchronous case and for inputs with power constraints. The same author [8] found the capacity region for symbol asynchronous case for Gaussian distributed inputs with power constraints; in these two papers, Verdu showed that the achievable rates depend only on the correlation matrix of the spreading coefficients.
These issues and complexity of MUD receivers were discussed by the same author in his book [9] . In [10] , the authors considered random spreading and analyzed the spectral efficiency, (defined as bits per chip that can be transmitted reliably) for linear detectors. In the limit, when the number of users and the signature length go to infinity (the ratio is kept constant), they obtained nice analytical formulas for the spectral efficiency and showed from concentration theorems that the spectral efficiency of a typical random selection of signature matrices and its average are the same with high probability. These formulas follow from the known spectrum of large covariance matrices.
For finite number of users with real-valued inputs and real valued signatures, an upper bound for the sum capacity has been defined in [18] . The extension of the sum capacity bounds for asymmetric user power constraint is given in [19] ; they have also identified the sequences that achieve the sum capacity. The authors of reference [20] have found upper and lower bounds for the spectral efficiency (defined as the sum capacity by the authors) under quasi-static fading environments, channel estimation, and training sequences; the bound evaluations are based on the works of [21] - [22] .
For the binary input values, not much is known except the asymptotic behavior for the spectral efficiency in the limiting case where the number of users ( ) and the spreading gain ( ) go to infinity when the ratio / is kept constant and SNR values are large [11] . The random matrix techniques used for Gaussian inputs do not apply here because the spectral efficiency cannot be written in terms of just the covariance matrix of the spreading sequences. Tanaka [12] applied a technique from statistical mechanics to this problem and derived a formula for the normalized sum capacity. Tanaka evaluated the performance of a class of CDMA multiuser detectors in the large-system limit analytically. These results were later extended in [13] to include unequal powers and fading channels. This method is non-rigorous but later, Montanari and Tse [14] have made progress towards a rigorous derivation of Tanaka's capacity formula.
The authors of reference [15] have shown that, for large systems, the capacity concentrates around its mean, i.e. a random signature matrix results in a capacity very close to the "mean capacity" 3 with high probability. The same authors in [16] claimed that Tanaka's formula is an upper bound to the capacity for all values of the parameters and derived various concentration theorems for the large-system limit.
For binary inputs and random binary CDMA channels, we have derived a relatively tight lower bound for the sum capacity of the noiseless case [17] and [30] . In these references, we have shown that interference 3 The mean is with respect to the randomness of the signature matrix.
free overloaded CDMA is possible. In what follows, we will derive the sum capacity for the noiseless and noisy scenarios. Our closed form derivations, unlike the previous works, do not depend on the limiting cases but rather on the number of users, spreading gain (signature length), and the noise distribution. The derivation of the noisy case is for a general i.i.d. distribution and special cases such as Gaussian and uniform distributions are also derived in closed forms.
In the next section, the preliminaries and some propositions are discussed. Section 3 is the main part of the paper where the supremum of a family of lower bounds for noisy channels is derived. The sum capacity lower bounds for Gaussian and uniformly distributed additive noise are derived as special cases.
Section 4 covers a derivation of a conjectured upper bound for the sum capacity that is close to the lower bounds, and hence the adjective of "relatively tight" bounds. Section 5 gives the asymptotic derivation of the normalized sum-capacity when the number of users ( ) and the spreading gain ( ) go to infinity while the ratio / is kept constant; a comparison of our results with that of Tanaka is also included.
Simulation results are discussed in Section 6, and finally the concluding remarks are in Section 7.
Preliminaries

Capacity region
In a MAC, there are several users sending information to a common receiver and the users should overcome not only the noise but also their mutual interference. The "capacity region" ( ) of a MAC is defined as the closure of all achievable rate vectors 4 . Ahlswede and Liao [1] [2] [3] characterized the structure of the capacity region of an n-user discrete memoryless MAC as the closure of the convex hull of the rate vectors , , … , satisfying
for some input product distribution … ; where refers to the symbol sent by user i and is the output of the channel.
If we are to assign a single value to a MAC as a measure of capacity of the channel, the sum capacity is the most appropriate candidate. The sum capacity measures the maximum of the total information rate (i.e., the sum of all the user rates) that can be achieved, and is equal to max , , … , ; where the maximum is taken over all product distributions
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) channels
We consider a synchronous CDMA channel as a special case of MACs, in which there are users sending binary symbols to a common receiver. The user has a signature sequence , … , 
Lower Bounds for the Sum Channel Capacity
In this section we will obtain a family of lower bounds for the sum channel capacity of binary CDMA signature matrix in terms of , and the noise model. The point is that for given values of and , we still have the choice of designing the signature matrix in order to optimize the capacity. Therefore, the relevant quantity is the maximum taken over all potential signature matrices in 1 .
In section 3.1, we consider the noiseless channel and derive a lower bound, the behavior of which shows that for a given spreading gain , there is a threshold much larger than , such that while the number of users is less than , there exist signature matrices with sum capacities close to .
In section 3.2, we extend our techniques to cover binary CDMA channel with additive i.i.d. noise. As special cases, we will obtain lower bounds for channels with Gaussian white noise and for i.i.d. noise with uniform distribution.
Noiseless channels
Even in the absence of noise, multi-user interference can affect the channel capacity [17] and [30] . In order to evaluate a lower bound, let and be natural numbers. But since the channel is noiseless, the mutual information is simply equal to (deterministic channel). In the remaining of the proof, we will find a lower bound for .
For a given , let √ be the map induced by , and suppose that | 1 | and the preimages of the values of 1 have cardinalities , , … , . It can be easily seen that the mutual information is equal to
The key point is that the above expression can be rewritten in another form in terms of the input values rather than the output distribution:
where | | is the number of points mapped by to the same value as .
Now if we let to be random with independent entries that are uniformly chosen to be 1 and take the expectation of , we obtain
But since there is a symmetry between the elements of 1 , all terms in the above summation are equal and hence for any 1 ,
Since log is a concave function of , according to the Jensen's inequality, log log .
Therefore log But can be computed explicitly as follows:
1
In the last expression and hence are random and the probability is computed according to this Substituting in the previous inequality, we obtain log 2 2
And since there are always values not less than the expected value, we have , max max
And thus equation (2) is derived.
Noisy channels
In this section, we will investigate the sum capacity for binary CDMA in the presence of noise. The setting is as before but we assume that there is an additive noise vector , … , such that 's are i.i.d. random variables with a given pdf . The sum capacity function in this case is defined as
where , is the sum channel capacity for the CDMA with signature matrix , which is equal to max ; according to Proposition (1), where the maximum is taken over all product distributions on .
Theorem 2: A general Lower Bound for a Noisy channel: For any function ,
, ,
where is the sum of independent random variables taking 1 with equal probability (also independent of ).
Proof: To prove this theorem, our approach is again to pick a matrix at random and then try to estimate the expected value of the mutual information of the channel corresponding to this matrix. The result is clearly a lower bound since the maximum is always greater than the expected value.
Let us fix a signature matrix and let √ where is uniformly distributed in 1 (that is s are independent and equal to 1 or 1 with probability ).
We start by the following formula for the mutual information: where log is the differential entropy for the pdf and the function is defined by .
Remark 1:
In both noiseless and noisy cases, our approach is based on a probabilistic argument; we choose a signature matrix at random and then try to estimate the expected value of the sum capacity of the channel corresponding to this random matrix. Consequently, our lower bounds are in fact bounds for the average sum channel capacity of a typical signature matrix. This point combined with the concentration theorems mentioned by Korada and Macris [15] - [16] imply that the sum capacity of a channel with a random signature matrix (for large and ) is greater than the bounds obtained in theorems (1) and (2) with high probability.
Example 1: Gaussian noise
An important special case is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with variance . If we denote the capacity in this case by , , ), then we have the following family of lower bounds:
Proposition 2: For any positive real number ,
The proof is rather straightforward from (4). This family of the lower bounds along with its envelope (supremum) is simulated in Figs. 2-4 and will be discussed in Section 5.
Example 2: Uniform distribution
Assume that the noise is of the form , … , where 's are i.i.d. random variables with uniform distribution on -, . Denote the capacity in this case by , , .
Proposition 3:
√ 6
where the function is defined as
The proof is again straightforward from (4). Notice that for the uniformly distributed noise the parameter disappears due to cancellation.
Corollary 2:
The noiseless lower bound ( (2) It can be seen that the right-hand side takes its maximum at 0 since 0 1; thus the noiseless bound shown in (2) is derived.
A Conjectured Upper Bound for the Sum Channel Capacity
As stated in Proposition 1 in Section 2, the sum capacity of a multiple access channel is the maximum mutual information over all product distributions on the input vector. But the symmetry between users and between 1's and 1's in CDMA channels makes it plausible to think that the best probability distribution is the uniform distribution (the symmetric distribution with respect to users) on the input random variables with a given symmetric pdf (i.e., ). Then max ∏ ; is attained for the uniform distribution when 's are independent and equal to 1 with probability .
It is not difficult, as shown by Korada and Macris, to see that if we consider the average mutual information over all signature matrices, then the maximum is attained for the uniform distribution [16] , but the problem for a specific channel comes to be much more difficult.
In this section, assuming this conjecture is true, we will derive a conjectured upper bound for the sum capacity, which is very close to the lower bound obtained in the previous section. This implies that the bounds are relatively tight. Reference [29] also discusses the maximum entropy of the sum of independent random variables.
Example 5 (The noiseless channel):
For the noiseless case, we can assume that the noise pdf is an impulse. Consequently, becomes 2 2 √ This is a discrete probability distribution. Hence we should use the usual entropy instead of the differential entropy and a true upper bound as opposed to the conjectured 6 one shown in (7) becomes 6 Based on the book by Marshall and Olkin [27] , for binary inputs with equal probability, the upper bound conjecture is a true bound for the noiseless case. Apparently, Chang & Weldon [24] has assumed this without a proper reference in their derivation. Tanaka, Korada & Macris ( [15] [16] ) have conjectured that mutual information is maximized for symmetric binary inputs with additive Gaussian noise. Our conjecture for the noisy case with symmetric pdfs is still an open problem. Thus, we have referred everywhere to our upper bound as "conjectured upper bound" for the symmetric noisy cases; in the noisy cases such as Examples 3 and 4, an obvious true upper bound is the noiseless case in Example 5.
, min ,
This bound is identical to that of Chang and Weldon for T-user MAC's [24] .
Asymptotic Analysis
In order to compare our results to Tanaka's sum capacity bound as shown below [12] - [16] , and [26] , we first try to find the normalized lower bound for the sum capacity in the limit when and go to infinity while keeping the ratio / constant. Subsequently, the same limit is found for the conjectured upper bound. Simulation results in Section 6 show a comparison of our bounds in the limit with that of Tanaka's bound.
Lower Bounds for the Sum Channel Capacity in the Limit
It can be seen from [17] and [30] that if 0, for any , lim ⁄ , , , 1. This is because (the maximum number of users without any interference defined in [30] ) grows faster than linear with respect to . In the following theorem, we represent a limiting procedure which we claim is the appropriate regime for the noiseless case and derive the exact capacity in the limit in Theorems 3 and 5.
Theorem 3 Noiseless case:
If , denotes the maximum capacity per user, i.e., , , , then for any
The proof is given in Appendix A.
Therem 4: (Noisy channel):
For any arbitrary function ,
Considering the family log , we obtain the following bound for the Gaussian case:
Special Case (Gaussian Noise): The proof is given in Appendix B.
Although (9) has been derived by just considering a family of special functions for , we will prove in Appendix D that the best bound obtainable by any cannot be much better than (9) . Moreover, our simulation results show that the formula (D1) in Appendix D can be used as a good approximation for (9), which is computationally much simpler. where is a standard Gaussian random variable independent of .
Conjectured Upper Bounds for the Sum Channel Capacity in the Limit
Proof:
The obtained from (7) of Proposition 4 is equal to the pdf of the r.v.
√ √ .
Due to the central limit theorem, the term on the right hand side approaches a Gaussian r.v. in the limit and thus we have (11) .
Example: for the Gaussian noise, when is a Gaussian random variable of variance , one has log 2 and log 2 . Hence
, , min 1 , 1 2 log 1 12
The above upper bound is reminiscent of the Shannon capacity for an AWGN channel (1/ / is the normalized bandwidth and SNR ). Theorems 3 and 5 for the noiseless cases show that the ratio of the upper and lower bounds approach 1. However, there is always a gap between the bounds for finite and . When approaches 0, the above bound approaches which is not a good bound for low SNR values since only for / 1.593 , the above bound is less than 1 bit/user (see Fig. 8 ).
However, for 1, we have the actual channel capacity, which is equal to the single user capacity.
Simulation Results
The lower and conjectured upper bounds have been simulated with respect to , and / . Also, the asymptotic bounds are simulated and compared to the results of Tanaka. For the noiseless case, simulations of the normalized lower and upper bounds derived from Theorem 1 and Example 5 of Proposition 4 have been extensively studied in [30] and are given in Fig. 1 as a reference. This figure shows that there exist CDMA matrices such that the number of users, , can be 3-4 times the spreading gain, . For example, for 64, the maximum number of users with almost no interference is close to 239. For 64, orthogonal Walsh matrices can be used, and for 64 239, there are matrices [30] that are interference free.
For the AWGN case, according to (5) from Proposition (2), a family of lower bounds for the normalized sum channel capacity for any number γ can be obrtained. Fig. 2 shows some of the bounds of this family
for various values of γ with respect to . Also the envelope (supremum) of the whole family is plotted in the same figure when / is fixed 7 and is equal to 16 dB. This envelope behaves similarly to the noiseless case of Fig.1 , and as expected, the sum capacity is reduced. Fig. 3 shows the normalized lower and conjectured upper bounds for two values of / . This figure shows that the noisier the channel, the tighter is our lower and conjectured upper bounds.
The variation of the normalized sum capacity bounds w.r.t. / for various number of users is shown in Fig. 4 . This figure shows the logarithmic relationship between the capacity and the signal-to-noiseratio. The reason of the leveling off of the curves is due to the fact that the normalized sum capcity cannot be greater than one. This figure shows that for larger given a fixed (i.e., larger ) the bound is tighter when / is low. However, for higher / and the smaller given a fixed , the upper and lower bounds will approach 1 bit/user faster and hence are tighter in that region.
In summary, the sum capacity bounds behave differently for different / values and spreading gains.
In general, for a given / and , the sum capacity bounds are very tight and increase almost linearly with (1 bit/user) up to a point (this point increases with increasing and / ) and then, suddenly, the interfereneces of users dominate as is increased. Beyond this point, the conjectured upper and lower bounds are no longer as tight. However, the higher and / , the tighter are the bounds in this region.
Comparison with Tanaka's bound in the limiting case
7
/ for CDMA is defined as 1 2 ⁄ assuming that each user is normalized to 1. The signature matrix is assumed to be normalized by 1/√ . The chip period is also normalized to one unit of time.
Although Tanaka's definition of the sum capacity is slightly different from ours 8 , we would like to compare our bounds, derived from the limiting case in Section 5, with that of Tanaka's. The reader should bear in mind that our results (even for the asymptotic cases) are valid for any additive noise with a general pdf, while Tanaka's asymptotic results are only valid for additive Gaussian noise. Also, Tanaka's results may not be valid for finite dimensional systems, in general.
We have also managed to simulate the complicated formulae of Tanaka 9 from a combination of references [12] - [16] for 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8. For 1, fortunately, we do have the exact capacity since we can use Walsh signature matrices, and due to its orthogonality, its performance is equivalent to binary PSK. The actual capacity is 1 , where is the probability of error and is related to / through the normal distribution. Figs. 5 and 6 show a comparison of the actual normalized sum capacity with Tanaka's bound for 0.5 and 1, respectively. Clearly, Tanaka's bound is an upper bound. In these two figures, we have also included our lower and upper bounds. Tanaka's bound becomes tighter when increases from 0.5 to 1; our upper bound also becomes tighter with increasing but is not as good as Tanaka's bound for / values less than 8 dB. As becomes greater than 1, our bounds become tighter, but we have no way to evaluate Tanaka's bound since the actual sum capacity is not known. However, as shown in Fig. 7 , Tanaka's bound approaches our upper bound with increasing ; we can show this analytically from Appendix C.
An important observation from Figs. 5-7 is that that for any , the normalized sum capacity can approach 1 bit/user for large values of SNR but this is not true for finite dimensions (due to overloaded interference), and therefore cannot be extrapolated from infinite dimension to finite dimensions. 8 Actually, the definition of sum capacity by Tanaka and references [15] [16] is not exactly the same as ours. They maximize, over the input probabilities, the average mutual information w.r.t. the random signature matrices. We define the capacity as the maximum over all matrices and input probabilities. The averaging over all matrices is a lower bound for our definition of the sum capacity.
An interesting point about our asymptotic (large scale systems) bounds is that they are very good approximations for finite dimensional CDMA systems. Fig. 8 (12)-instead of the bounds derived from the combinatorics in (5) and (7). This senario changes with higher noise variances. For a high noisy environment and with the previous parameters, Fig. 10 shows that the extrapolated and actual bounds coincide; Tanaka's bound, as usual, is in between closer to the conjectured upper bound. The reason that the bounds coincide can be explained from the bahvior of (5) and (9) for the lower bounds and Example 3 and (12) for the upper bounds when the noise variance goes to infinity. We can easily show that the ratio of (5) and (9) goes to 1 in the limit, and for the conjectured upper bounds, we can show that for large variances, the pdf in Example 3
becomes Gaussian like with a variance of (convolution of binomial and Gaussian pdf's). Thus, the upper bound in Example 3 degnerates into (12) and we can show that the ratio goes to 1 in the limit. Tanaka's result is an upper bound to the actual capacity in this case. Fig. 6 . The normalized sum capacity bounds vs. / in the limit when and go to infinity for 1 ( ). In this case the orthogonal Walsh signature matrix is equivalent to the single user PSK.
Tanaka's result is a very tight upper bound to the actual capacity in this case. Fig. 7 . The normalized sum capacity bounds vs. / in the limit when and go to infinity for 2, 4 and 8. Depending on the values of , Tanaka's bound is somewhere between our bounds but closer to our conjectured upper bound as increases. As increases, our lower and conjectured upper bounds and Tanaka's bound become very tight. Fig. 8 . The normalized sum capacity vs. / . As inclreases with 2, the sum capacity converges to the theoretical limit. For 32, there is very little difference between the liming case and the simulations of finite CDMA. 
Conclusion
In this paper, for binary input and binary CDMA signatures, we have derived a family of lower bounds for additive i.i.d. noise of any distribution with respect to the number of users, , the spreading gain, , and the pdf of the noise. The envelope of this family gives a lower bound. Special case of AWGN has also been derived and simulated. The bound and simulations show that when the noise variance goes to zero, the noisy and the noiseless lower bounds become identical. We have also derived a conjectured upper bound for a general i.i.d. symmetric noise distribution; special cases of Gaussian and uniform distribution are also obtained.
Simulations also show that for a given noise level ( / ) and spreading gain, , the number of users, , can be greater than with almost no interference, i.e., overloaded CDMA is possible and thus we can improve the throughput of a CDMA system by designing structured CDMA codes. In general, for a given / and , from Figs. 1, 3, and 4, the sum capacity bounds are very tight and increase almost linearly with ( 1 bit/user) up to a point (this point increases with increasing and / ) and then, abruptly, the interferenece of users dominates as is increased. Beyond this point the upper and lower bounds are no longer as tight. However, the higher and / , the tighter are the bounds in this region.
We have also simulated Tanaka's bound and showed that it is a tight upper bound in the limiting case for 1. As increases, we have shown analytically as well as by simulations that this bound approaches our conjectured upper bound for a wide range of / .
For future work, we intend to generalize our bounds to nonbinary user signals and nonbinary CDMA signature matrices. The proof of the conjecture is also another interesting problem to solve. Also, we would like to extend our results to the asynchronous case with near/far effects and imperfect channel estimations and training. Extension to fading channels is another issue to be investigated. Thus, we get (9).
Appendix C Tanaka's Bound Approaches Our Asymptotic Upper Bound as Increases
In this appendix, we show that for large and the noise variance 0, Tanaka's formula is close to our bound log 1 . Tanaka's formula can be rewritten as [12] : 
